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		Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product.

	
		A fully updated CompTIA Security+ exam guide from training and exam preparation expert Mike Meyers

	
		Take the CompTIA Security+ exam (exam SY0-501) with confidence using the comprehensive information contained in this highly effective study resource. Like the exam, the guide goes beyond knowledge application and is designed to ensure that security personnel anticipate security risks and guard against them.

	
		In Mike Meyers’ CompTIA Security+ Certification Guide, Second Edition (Exam SY0-501), the bestselling author and leading authority on CompTIA A+ certification brings his proven methodology to IT security. Mike covers all exam objectives in small, digestible modules that allow you to focus on individual skills as you move through a broad and complex set of skills and concepts. The book features hundreds of accurate practice questions as well as a toolbox of the author’s favorite network security related freeware/shareware.

	
		• Provides complete coverage of every objective on exam SY0-501

		• Electronic content includes 20+ lab simulations, video training, and hundreds of practice exam questions

		• Written by computer security and certification guru Mike Meyers
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Interactive Web-Based Virtual Reality with Java 3D (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2008
With the emergence of the Java 3D API, the creation of high quality 3D animated graphics for Java applications and applets becomes a possibility. With numerous aspects of the business, science, medical, and educational fields implementing this technology, the need for familiarity of Java 3D amplifies.
Interactive Web-Based Virtual...
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Special Edition Using Storage Area NetworksQue, 2002
Special Edition Using Storage Area Networks opens with an overview of the need for data storage in an enterprise environment, the different types of data storage devices, and existing data storage techniques. The authors build on that foundation with an exploration of the evolution of SAN, the various networking models and data-centric...
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Quantum Topology (Series on knots & everything)World Scientific Publishing, 1993
Discusses topics in the field of quantum topology, including: knot theory, exotic spheres and global gravitational anomolies; construction of 4D topological quantum field theories; computing the arf invariants of links; and the Casson invariants for two-fold branched covers of links. 

This book...
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The Hacker's Handbook: The Strategy Behind Breaking into and Defending NetworksAuerbach Publications, 2003
In many ways, this is almost the hardest chapter to pen in this book; in writing
this, I am forced to relive the many occasions on which I have stood in
a bookstore leafing through a technical book, trying to determine its value
to the technical “excursion” I am currently embarked on. I generally start
with the...
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The Rough Guide to Romania 5 (Rough Guide Travel Guides)Rough Guides, 2008

	Make the most of your time with The Rough Guide to Romania, the ultimate guide to one of the most beautiful countries in Southeast Europe. The full-colour section introduces the country’s highlights, from the monumental Palace of Parliament in Bucharest to the majestic Bicaz gorges. Using informed accounts, clue-up on all the top sights...
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Android Application Development: Programming with the Google SDKO'Reilly, 2009
This practical book provides the concepts and code you need to develop software with Android, the open-source platform for cell phones and mobile devices that's generating enthusiasm across the industry. Based on the Linux operating system and developed by Google and the Open Handset Alliance, Android has the potential to unite a fragmented mobile...
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